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editorial
   visit www.openned.com | submit openned@gmail.com 

Welcome to the  first  issue of Openned magazine. It's been a 
laborious couple of months, accumulating and cogitating the 
best  of what Openned has to offer, then distilling it  into this 
lovely pdf. We  want  you to think of Openned magazine as the 
final editorial filter, where the best of Openned.com, the 
Openned blog, Openned Eyes and the Openned readings 
come  to reside.

As with all facets of Openned, we  want the magazine to 
expand and invite  new, engaging discourse. Issue 1 is the 
prototype; future  issues will include essays, featured authors 
and interviews (see the Submissions page at  the  end of the 
issue for more information about contributing to Openned 
magazine). For now, we think you'll enjoy the Directory, a 
comprehensive listing of poetry events in and around 
London, which we hope to expand into other cities in the 
next  issue, along with a summary of how the  first Openned 
night  went. Make  sure  you check out  the Blog page too, a 
handy list  of the  best links that have surfaced on the 
Openned blog since its inception. There's also a 
Commentary, where the editors wax lyrical about  the poetry 
Openned has received, and, of course, the poetry itself.

We don't  have  a contents page. Dispense with linearity and 
dip in and out, finding new poetry, new inspirations. Drop us 
an e-mail at  openned@gmail.com and tell us what you think; 
we value  your feedback.

Enjoy.

Steve & Alex

Acknowledgements | The Foundry for holding our nights | Joe Davidian for 
designing Openned.com and the cover image | Friends and family who have 
offered support and encouragement | Magazine artwork from www.veer.com



DATE | Wednesday  29th March, 2006
VENUE | The Foundry, London
READERS | Lydia White, Alex MacDonald, 
Oriel Winslow, Alex Davies, Sophie 
Robinson, Stephen Willey, Frances Kruk, 
James Byrne, Sean Bonney

There  were  more people  there than we 
expected. Quite  a lot more. We  never got 
round to counting all of you, but  we think 
there were forty or fifty people  there. A lack of 
anticipatory faculties resulted in a quarter of 
the crowd having to stand throughout, so 
thank you to all of you who hung around 
without  receptacles for your gluteus maximi.

The Foundry proved to be a great space, a 
small white  chasm of a place  with enough 
light  to make  things comfortable whilst 
establishing a friendly atmosphere. The stage 
was a ramshackle  little  box  with Openned 
posters taped haphazardly to the back wall. 
We hoped it  would exude a certain laidback 
charm.

We wanted the  general feeling to be anything 
goes (as long as we said it  did), and we hit  the 
ground running with an excellent, ostensibly 
nerveless performance  by Lydia White. It  laid 
the ground rules down early: be  yourself and 
read like  you mean it.

Alex MacDonald followed up with poetry of a 
more traditional bent  that  was just  as well 
received. It  was exciting to see  such unique 
stylings emerge throughout  the  night, and 
even more exciting to feel a kind of synergy, a 
wholeness that we were  not expecting at such 
an early stage of establishing Openned.

Oriel Winslow gave  an expansive 
performance, high on verbiage and complex 
phonetic interplay that nicely contrasted with 
Alex Davies’s conventional prose piece in 
tribute to Hunter S Thompson. Sophie 
Robinson was next, getting some big laughs 
from the  crowd with her intelligent 
incisiveness. By now it  felt  like everyone had
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settled in, and the  night  took on the  friendly, open 
atmosphere we  were looking for. Steve Willey 
compounded the  feeling with a depthful, intense 
reading in stark opposition to Frances Kruk’s open, 
spacious audio piece, which circled the  small space 
like a poltergeist, bringing the first half to a satisfying 
conclusion.

During the interval it was great  to see people mixing 
and discussing ideas, lives, and careers. Then, a 
couple of announcements later, the  main readers took 
to the stage.

James Byrne’s carefully honed stage presence and 
measured tones turned the  night wistful and 
contemplative, different from Sean Bonney’s formally 
experimental approach, both of them bringing a 
unique energy to the  night.

Indeed, throughout the  launch night it  was a narrative 
of juxtapositions, contradictions and varying styles 
that  somehow created a worthwhile dialogue. Every 
poet  contributed something of themselves, bringing 
not  just  thought  and concept  to their performance but 
also energy and feeling. I personally felt  inspired 
throughout. It was a heady cocktail. There also felt 
like an undercurrent  of critical competitiveness 
between developing work and developed poets 
developing new work, which never threatened to 
overawe the receptive atmosphere. We  would not  be 
surprised, though, if these  poets were to return with 
even more engaging work.

It  seems, then, amazingly, that  the night was a 
complete  success. There  was no shortage of 
apprehension and anxiety, self-doubt  and questioning 
of the whole damn thing. What  was it  for? we kept 
asking ourselves. It was only when we  saw you all 
there, and the poets reading, that  we  figured we were 
asking the  wrong question (then we embraced and 
passed the Toploader). So thanks to you all for 
coming, we hope you enjoyed it  as much as we did.

The second Openned night, Openned2, will be 
reviewed in the  next  issue  of Openned, along with 
Openn3d, the third night, taking place  the day after 
the release of this magazine.
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๏excerpt from ‘Document: hexprogress’ | Sean Bonney | to 
request full poem e-mail ytcommunication@yahoo.co.uk



For the next 12 days I will be placing a rose somewhere in the city...

(for jenny)

finally he moves -
event fully – in
visible
space -or 
lighting

shy photographs

(for sean)

I appropriate in (appropriate)
his eye-gloves closed rows
looking 
through a rose
built box

concrete children opening

(for sean)

when is it occurring?
during they co-exist

behave maybe employed
businessmen girls

(for david)

Slag Flower
‘ – ‘
Infidelity On A Flash Placing
Flowers Aiming Flowers Screaming

and I happen inside you
happening inside

(for maelynn)

thanks for bringing me -
any excuse 
- to love –
or 
see –

I don’t want to leave
but I want to be left

(for albert)

Cervantes is also Shakespeare.
a connection couples between a rose and
a book

in Catalonia

➡



(for ben)

river holding light 
into recognition – an excursion 
- the recognition
that you were my excursion –
watched by so many

unthought angles

(for ceri)

is it my body leaking or 
sentences what is lingering – time –

no time –

somewhere near the entrance

(for sarah)

combining with the stared at 
moment when she stepped off and
entered the Evangelical
patisserie

before noticing

(for david)

I’m which one? a reminder?
a tribute to lost –
not wanting to leave but wanting
mandrakes –
to be –
right

at whose point do I occur?

(for becky)

6.19 she – 
sewn into suburbia –
she weddings

does she cancel me out

(for alan)

thought over net
different only in –
size –

at what point does opening and
saying here is – everything –
at what point is saying

at no point – illuminates -

๏excerpt from ‘Roses’ | Elizabeth-Jane Burnett | dbm.pcs-net.com/jane/roses/index.htm



Fire Service

(after Richard Wilbur)

The siren-blast; a violent whistle of pure verb
through Temple Fortune. An old Jewish lady 
trips on her shopping cart, gazes mournfully 
as if after a hearse. The sound tempers away, 
and when it dies down to distant punctuation 
versions of fire begin to travel inside the mind:
the deathly smack of thick smoke billowing 
from a high-rise, a firecracker gone off beam,
a warehouse, arson-lit, its upholstery gutted. 
Traffic wedged against the curb soon restarts, 
the drivers, their faces studded with intrigue, 
follow the clamour towards Finchley Road. 
The masterstroke of a sunset guides them in, 
brilliant, unhurried: the roof of a city ablaze. 

๏James Byrne | http://www.poetropical.co.uk/wolf/



Soaring

The whole of a bird with sensitive eyes,
ears and beak is balanced on the feet,

the feet take the weight of the compact body
and the head rises above on the long neck,

a plate-like structure of fused hip and vertebra
carries the bird’s weight balanced on the feet,

then flying, the breast plate is a keel,
the weight of the body is taken to the wings,
the flight muscles connect the wings to the keel, 
and the centre of gravity is on the keel away from the wings,

the lungs are open passageways through which air rushes
entering bellows, pushed into lungs
and out to another sac to be exhaled,
flight muscles working the ventilation while flying.

The trumpet player standing erect and relaxed,
holding up the trumpet with the mouth piece touching his lips, plays.

๏James Harvey



clear night hazy girl

pretty
fool with purpled lips
parted in the wrong
direction feels doomed to downhilliness
murky pittedness:

queen of drowsy water 
rats along 14th street
doesnt even stop to watch
streetlamps waving
in river water just huffs
dry dust gritty sandman victim
sleepwalking home
to the sound of birds
(chirp)
waking

๏Frances Kruk | www.darkmucus.blogspot.com



from the

blog

As/Is http://as-is.blogspot.com/ we’ve seen sites with more links, but not many

Bowery Poetry http://www.boweryartsandscience.org/ Steve visited the Bowery 
Poetry Cafe when he spent a few days last year in New York, and the people in-
volved were not only very friendly by allowing him to participate in an open mic 
event, but they provide a great and important space for experimental writing. The 
place is quite special

++ keystone ++ http://www.pennedinthemargins.co.uk/keystone/ 'keystone is a 
new poetry magazine now in its sixth issue. staunchly eclectic, we aim to publish 
work by young and unknown writers alongside that of  better known names. we 
have no political or social agenda and do not subscribe to any one school of  writ-
ing.' seems like a good way to get your foot in the door. good luck to those of  you 
who submit

Moria poetry http://www.moriapoetry.com/ mine this site, it's chock-olate full of  
gloriousness stuffage. particularly like Louis Armand, you can dig him out of  the 
current Moria issue

terrible work http://www.terriblework.co.uk/ this site's currently undergoing a bit 
of  an overhaul, but there is still a lot of  interestment to be impinged upon

Yogh http://members.aol.com/towntrick/yogh/index.html for those of  you at the 
Openned2 night, this is Jow Lindsay at work. For those of  you not at the night, 
allow us to introduce Jow Lindsay

the Openned blog has only been a month in service but already it’s become the focal 
point of Openned’s day to day correspondence with readers. here is where we place 
the temporal, the transient and the places of interest. below is a selection of the 
best discoveries the Openned blog has made since its inception. it’s an eclectic list, 
highlighting the brilliance and originality waiting to be found amongst the morass of 
the internet. 



The Gold Hospital

in the soma hour of the gold hospital
tuning into the transfiguration
I’d claim a bed

nothing to be in an ordinary room
without stethoscope or thermometer
then

then wounds are dragon agents
under lasers
and curable

the intoxications the opiations
flooding in as if
first experiences

the killing of pain
I recognise the doctors, I think…
Doctors Blake Gold and Poppy

the zenith has been so unfriendly of late
hailing
shitting its disposable jewels

told not to told to told of the – more – confusions
the gossiping rains
and super-atomisations

as if science was the new mysticism was the new rock and roll
and touchings of strings
the only reckoning the only evidence the only ever

the hospital is Byzantine and I am not in
it
now mushroomed in my mud-hours

nor warred nor scarred
nor in the silverback flux of debate
lying for cheques

radio intelligencers
and the various lw mw and fm voxes
pissing me off pleasantly

index of the pilgrims as in their gold rooms
sounds took on momentum
horsed on morphine clouds

illnesses asked for magic
shone through
the flesh the technology

๏Niall McDevitt



Tierra del Fuego

So I’m sat 
watching ‘The Bill’
with a hot flannel 
pressed to the back of my neck.
‘Guinness?’ My Latina girlfriend asks.
(Actually it’s ‘Quien es?’ 
but I’ve always rounded it up 
to something that makes sense)
‘Guinness?’
A boil, I carp.
‘Does it hurt?
Oh, it’s all your badness coming out.’
No, boils erupt.
I tend to seethe.
‘Si, a most un-English complaint’
she laughs.

๏Tim Wells



Clean White Circles

Many white circles boldly lie
in wet grass that moistens
to exquisite dancing rot
the clean God mouth widens
unevenly to yellow slopping
tongues a ripe orgy matures to
blackness as limbs lock
blending and bleeding
a weight drinks the sea as
it sinks unthinking
belching soggy remembrance
the blades' thin life scream
slumps to a broad oak
swallowing moan melting
nature's old reds to a dark thick
drink intimate.

The white circles exist:
A smooth breath closed solid.

๏Christian Anthony



๏‘woodbine3’ | Sophie Robinson | www.sophierobinson.blogspot.com



AFTERPIECE

weir apartments loom
brick wood and glass
over island wedge (yr.
majesty’s run the race)
where wants a wheel
between iron on stone
tells all tales her about
so sad so merry rushes
to join warp and woof
o miss lily the sparkle
does warm this spirit
tried every way which
but the linen ... bottles
linger now the order’s
withdrawn jig jog jug
I was made at the mill
and now just a pigeon
looks from a window
up in Murray’s house

harlequinlizod doctor
shifts to stay the same
soused or smoked he
gets the longest laugh

๏Gavin Selerie



Writing a commentary becomes an interesting 
and problematic proposition when the poetry  you 
are offering critique on makes up  the bulk of your 
own magazine. The poetry we have selected 
provides an accurate reflection on the poets we 
have had reading as part of the Openned reading 
series, as well as the best offerings we have had 
on the website and blog. 

However, very little of the poetry in this magazine 
has been actively solicited; the poetry has been 
sent  to us freely by poets  who, over the last ten 
months (since Openned’s inception) have 
possessed a positive attitude of contribution, and 
a willingness to share their work, thereby 
establishing alternate networks, through their 
poetry, at a point where any idea of formal 
publication was a distant  one.  

We always stressed that Openned would be 
shaped by the communities that took part in it. 
However, the unique thing about  using this  as an 
editorial remit  for a magazine is that the 
‘community’,  as we found out, is a gelatinous 
stream of conversation,  of entrances and exits, 
spread over an extended and non-demarcated 
period of time. Our minds, our theoretical, political 
and poetic positions, have altered vastly through 
dialogue with the community. So to produce a 
magazine which enters at a fixed point, and, 
perhaps unfortunately, has the aura of the whole 
about it, then filling it with poetry which is 
reflective of anything but stagnation, compiled by 
editors  that try to embrace flux, is problematic. 
With this said, the magazine’s job  is to document 
this  process, not to embrace the present stage in 
a developing progression of practice.  However,  it 
is important to be ambitious, to give Openned 
another medium within which to disseminate 
some very interesting poetry,  and to have it 
received in the same generous way in which it 
was given to us, and for the receivers  (you) to 
respond generously, with criticism, compliment, 
and thought;  to keep the process going. 

COM
MEN-
TARY



In light of the above verbosity I will 
commit to paper some thoughts about 
one poetic contribution I  have found 
particularly valuable to the process of 
Openned, Sean Bonney’s Document: 
HexProgress.

The section we have included from 
Document: HexProgress is one page 
from a 28 page document, so to try  and 
attempt  a critical appraisal of the whole 
poem from one page in the following 400 
words seems misguided (I suggest you 
get hold of a copy of the full thing) never-
theless Bonney’s poetry is important 
enough to explore, however briefly. The 
poetry  has a rare quality, an intelligent, 
incisive,  intimate, and at times gentle, 
anger.  In the section of the poem included, 
note the language in this first  text  block.

The key signatures can be located, al-
tered,  tightened, but nothing can be 
scraped away & the black ink covers every 
place EXAMPLE the crack’d pavestone on 
Brady St, E1, that  spells out precisely the 
Holborn street  map:  value gasps inside 
sleep,  the burst city calculations that Henig 
Brandt made,  boiling piss.

This  phrase is incredibly dense and deserves 
attention.  Let us work backwards. Lurking 
within the last line is the fact that Henig 
Brandt was a Hamburg based alchemist who 
three hundred years ago boiled urine and 
continued to burn the residue that formed. 
The residue that formed was the highly toxic 
white phosphorous, which reacts violently 
with Oxygen. It is pertinent that the US armed 
forces have admitted to using this white 
phosphorus in attempts to take the city of 
Falluja in the 2004 assault, using it to flush 
out enemy forces from hidden positions. To 
first acknowledge, and then to connect the 
work of an alchemist (the desire to turn dirt 
into gold) to an act of  war three hundred 
years later (a land war that undoubtedly had 
economic motivations) through the loaded 
use of the word “gasps”  (“A  lungful of phos-
phoric acid is not going to be pleasant at all,” 
said Tom Welton, a chemist at Imperial Col-
lege London) and the word “calculation”, is 
arresting. It is also relevant to note that the 
word “calculation” is itself also cleverly re-
conceptualised by the phrase “burst city”  that 
precedes it, and that the extremely loaded 
word “value”  is located inside a concept of 
“sleep”.  

Here we have a poetry that acknowledges that 
conventional science, which judges “alchemy” 
no longer worthy of research, is only one way 
of understanding the world,  and that a 
politically engaged poetry articulates what 
conventional and sometimes sealed and 
hermetic ways of perceiving the social 
obscure. If a 300 hundred year-old alchemist’s 
experiment can provide a tool for modern war, 
perhaps we should be giving so called 
“useless”  avenues of  knowledge a lot more 
critical attention, and perhaps we should wake 
up from the “sleep” that is so easy to fall into 
when walking the city. On the pages that 
follow,  Bonney writes,  “I am working on a 
campaign to get  London twinned with 
Fallujah”.  Such a phrase is  indicative of a 
poetry  that admonishes sleep: it is  one of 
complicated connections, some chosen,  some 
generated by the language itself. I myself  will 
certainly never look at, or walk,  the cracked 
pave stones of Holborn with quite the same 
thoughts again, this being precisely the point  
of reading Bonney’s work, when the 
responsibility  of understanding is handed over 
to the reader, not  dictated by the poet. An 
understanding which is wholly political,  related 
to a force or a requirement that demands that 
the poem be taken away from the page, away 
from the reading and away from the website. 
It  allows entrance into a world of multiple and 
necessary engagements, a form of poetry 
worth exploring; a poetry of “value”.

Steve    



‘Silhouette(a) Mendieta’

1

I, I, I lay flat racing
Despite
Sore race to (im)possible tale,
Partnered canvas
Tumbles for guests.

My guest,
Between us spins.
If I bend
What will sight?   
      2

      Sliced thick hatred
      Shame uttering ink
      Layer fled decoration.
      Razor inks camouflage.
      Don’t cut loved soft
      Allow stooped lips and kiss
3

Call me Rivers of Babylon
I wet slide for fat niffties,
Skelet stretch sweet teaser, quick
Nuzzle and flick thick button (harder)
So fits quick in the quiver, bow me,
Slap thigh me licker,
Tongue meat and rest inquisite.
      4

      Bodies station and
      Two one place
      Centre spin, I
      Details between cry
      Shocked sweat
      Fakes mouth-slide saliva
5

Come to me,

Piece by whole,
Ease air and absence to

Come to me,

Lying with rain
Made hot, red,

Come to me,

I’ll enter suspect places,
Part shame and sing inside.

๏Lydia White



Some Times
 
 
sometimes                            hay veces
everyday talks                                  habla el día
about some
times how
                        any how will do
 
every day talks round
seasons                                          las estaciones sin parada
 
sea sons have no mermaids         el magma en el pecho
murmurs mutter
                                                ich bin
 
                                                            el agua quieta
mother m other                                 se escurre
ever green blow
blue ever still
evergreen routes
perennial                                            las hojas perezosas

trial
tries to miss the judge
misjudge
empirical empire
sometimes tangles in betweeness
vision night vision supervision                  thought thoroughly
                                                monitor
moths of calendars
dust dates
palm trees read roots                              palmeras  fuego de artificio
enlightened by a light bulb
twelve mid wives mid nights mid summer winter
god amperes embraces
mighty kitchen lay chicken
eggs lying
enlarges breath
a packed lie
full house hugs
sometimes
satellites
capture pollen
corrugated iron makes waves                   some where no room
lakes leak lick                                               tin tiny ton
other wise                                         copulative verbs give birth

๏Albert Pellicer



๏excerpt from ‘Waves’ | Steve Willey | complete work coming soon to Openned eyes



SOFT SOAP JAZZ
(TO BE READ ALOUD)

TRACK 1
RAPIER PAINTS

Painting ability belied by belittled inability to express internally infernal angels – warrants be kept enclosed, turned 
upon themselves, their wings impressed, embossed feathers undressed – lest they become luciferians. To sensical 
is to corrupt, disrupt, blacken on impact their vacuum-packed faculties: to spread, winged, plummet like ingots of 
glottal gold, beneath bracken and twigs, branch and enfold of bark, crust and mantle to middle the core ball of 
molten cold magma, called to the centre, ashen and tarred.

Here devils hear the trembling orbs, plummeting – disintegrate through smoke-dumbing pyro-caustic flows: bulging 
flowing and plastic corneas distracted entreat liquid fizz bullets through translucent bird limbs. Fall devils fooling, 
foolish unmoving inanimate disproving scythes cut blunt lost shin flints – the soothing globe musings tender young 
teething to push the tooth through. Threw strong deft toned brawn, charcoal toned semen-born, sonned by devil, 
sun-born, by Rapier's name came. Impervious, disaffected, emboldened youth tailed men monsters to cave 
dwellings: night moon-high, stood lonesome gatekeeper, mountain-edged river dried on blistered vista, keen eyes 
encroach injured – those in debt, swollen pus limbs, reaper the Rapier spied to laten their demise.

Flint, vixen damson, wilted tulips aimlessly stabs, quilted pitch dimness – Rapier's saviour, forth round spins bicep, 
tricep: tendon flesh topped now, tupped now, screams inflect respectful mob midst delectation – spectacle rape. 
Sated, Rapier, full-sinned, belated, awaits painting.

๏Alex Davies | www.bobdollop.blogspot.com



Fill in the gaps

White noise is a __________ that is produced by ________ sounds of all different ________ together. If you took all 
of the imaginable ______ that a human can _____ and combined them together, you would have ________.  
The adjective "______" is used to describe _____ type of noise because of the way _____ light works. White light is 
______ that is _____________ of the different colors (frequencies) __ _________ __________ combined together.
(__________________________________________). In the same way, white ______ is a combination of _____ of 
the different frequencies of________. 
Because white noise contains all frequencies, it is frequently ______ to mask other sounds so your brain can’t pick 
out individual ______  DROWN OUT, MASK, SHUT OUT, BLINKER ____ your brain can’t pick out individual 
sounds.  The brain ______ _______ ________ ___ __________ ______ _________ ________ _____  me come 
up with a ________ ______ _____ ________ ______ ________ _____ __ to get through this white _______ 
_______ _______ ______ ___________________ ______________ _____ ______ ______ ____.

๏excerpt from ‘characters out in their thousands’ | Ceridwen Buckmaster | 
http://www.openbracket.org.uk/



A Proxy for More Protean Protest

One

How best to deal with an exhibitionist’s trait
the centres of things, their extremes the staged immeasurability
when often in life we are presented with that, in fact.
Coldness is staged as is indifference
romance is staged
a costume is yet of extreme worth
masquerades are not solely indifferent
to context
it is thoughts which are immeasurable and even they
give out, sometimes after not very long
sometimes after a night’s sleep there is 
a use for dreamers, in China
the blind learn massage in light of economics
making light of it
 the truest image is receptive
 to you.  The little textures are believable.
 The trust is appealing.  It screams its wish to be taken
 seriously, even as the water rises and circumstances
 do the same, against expectation
are a series of metallic formulae 
written against getting too technical.

Two

More of masquerade.  Speak less and quiet.  Not guilty of shutting off,
platforms for sites of exploration.  Tools applied to the body do not
include speech, framed by dried leaves.  Or better in the dew
wet silk and its temperature.  More of temperature.
Speak volumes and often.
         Weather gives out possibility, to be explored only
under conditions and in large groups.
The issues are unsuccessful under duress.
They depend upon succession that is why as does process.

Three

What constitutes a response of femininity to road-kill
in the positive.  A reigning yet not supreme nod in the affirmative
on breast plate.  This could be external armour or the inner
that of the coded boundary.  That indoors which resembles gauze
but is really the fibres that connect
the diaphanous aspects of insects.  There is no feigned depth
anymore in me and I can’t access it for that reason

➡



Four

  I have a picture of melancholy right in the frame
  that pushes watchers into cramped pose, walks stiffened
  as if the dead body surfaced, speaking inside:
          everything is correct everything is possible none of it will rise.
 The digestion of perfection is at best a perfect thing,
 a place to walk in, when in fact as words stand
 they fall in & out of perception, which makes for dissatisfaction and
  that is how I stand.  Toes & hands in tiny print
  desire by the gradient measured in days
  by nothing by electrical silence,
   by the curve of the meat counter.

๏excerpt from ‘Proxies for Protest’ | Marianne Morris | badpress.infinology.net/



DIRECTORY

WHAT WHERE WHEN PRICE

the 100 SLAM Manjaro Bar, 148 Holloway Road, 
London N7

fourth 
Thursday of 
every month 
8.00pm

FREE

2 Many Poets The Pleasure Unit Bar, 359 Bethnal 
Green Road, London E2

last 
Wednesday of 
every month

check website 
www.
2manypoets.c
om

Ambit Writers in 
Bloomsbury (open 
mic after the 
interval)

The Bath House Pub, 96 Dean 
Street, Soho W1

every 2nd 
Thursday 
6.30pm

£4.00/£3.00 
concessions

Apples & Snakes Battersea Arts Centre, Lavender 
Hill, SW11 5TN

fortnightly 
9.00pm

£4.50/£3.75 
concessions

Aromapoetry (open 
mic)

Aroma Cafe, St Martin's Lane (near 
Trafalgar Sq)

first and third 
Sundays every 
month 
4.00pm - 
6.00pm

£3.00/£1.00 if 
you buy a 
drink 

Boat Ting The Yacht Club, Temple Pier, 
Embankment

last Monday 
of every 
month 7.00pm

£5.00/£2.50 
concessions

Borders Poetry 
(open mic)

Borders Books, 122 Charing Cross 
Road, London WC2H 

last Tuesday 
of every 
month (except 
December) 
6.30 - 8.00pm

FREE

Brave New Word The Old Queens Head, 44 Essex 
Rd

second 
Sunday of 
every month 
7.00pm

check website 
www.bravene
wword.co.uk

Brixtongue (open 
mic)

Brixton Art Gallery, 35 Brixton 
Station Rd SW9 8PB

every 
Saturday 
8.00pm - late

£4.00/£3.00 
concessions

Calder Bookshop 51 The Cut, London SE1 8LF every 
Thursday 
6.45pm

£3.00/£1.00 
concessions

Coffee House Poetry 
at the Troubadour

265 Old Brompton Road SW5 every Monday 
8.00 - 
10.00pm

£5.00/£4.00 
concessions



WHAT WHERE WHEN PRICE

Welcome to 
WormWorld (open 
mic)

The Foundry, 94-6 Great Eastern 
Road, corner of Old Street

every Sunday 
7.00pm

check website 
www.foundry.
tv

The Klinker The Sussex Pub, 107A Culford 
Road, N1

every Tuesday 
and Thursday

£5.00/£2.50 
concessions

The Other Side of 
the River

The Bonnington Centre Upstairs, 
11 Vauxhall Grove SW8 1TD

last Saturday 
of the month 
8.00pm - 
10pm

£3.00/£2.00 
concessions

Pangari Poetry in 
Motion (open mic)

Deluxe Gallery, 2-4 Hoxton 
Square, N1

every fourth 
Saturday of 
the month 
8.00pm

£5.00

Piccadilly Poets Diorama Arts Centre, 34 
Osnaburgh Street, London NW1 
3ND

every Sunday 
4.00pm

£4.00/£3.00 
concessions

Poetry@TheRoom The Room, 33 Holcombe Road, 
N17

first 
Wednesday of 
every month 
8.00pm

£5.00/£3.00 
concessions

Poetry Walks Embankment Underground Station check website 
www.lancepier
son.org

£5.00 for 
wage 
earners/£2.00 
for the 
unwaged

Pure Poetry Soho Theatre and Writers' Centre, 
21 Dean Street, London W1D 3NE 

every Monday 
8.30pm

£8.00/£5.00 
concessions, 
50p 
membership

ShortFuse Camden Head, Camden Walk, 
Islington, N1

every 
Thursday 
8.30pm

£5.00/£3.00 
concessions

Taking the Mike 
(open mic)

Colourhouse Theatre, Watermill 
Way, Off Merantun Way, Colliers 
Wood SW19

bi-monthly 
7.30pm

£4.00/£3.00 
concessions

Torriano Meeting 
House

99 Torriano Avenue, Kentish 
Town, NW5 2RX

every Sunday 
7.30pm

£3.00/£2.00/
£1.00 
according to 
pocket



Submissions
Please submit to openned@gmail.com.

We welcome all types of poetry in all kinds of 
media. As long as we can open it, we'll consider 
it. 

We automatically add those  who submit to the 
Openned mailing list, where  you receive 
information about  the  next  Openned reading 
(this amounts to roughly one e-mail a month). If 
you do not  wish to be  included in the  mailing 
list, please state  this with your submission. 

There  are no hard and fast  rules as to what we 
like. The  About  us page  on Openned.com 
changes on an almost monthly basis. We have 
no set manifesto. However, this does not  mean 
we will accept  anything and everything. We 
want  Openned to be crafted by the poetry 
submitted, by the direction the work itself takes 
us in. A quick look at  the poetry archive on 
Openned.com will reveal that  we are  already 
heading down a particular path, and we hope 
you're  as excited as we are about  the 
possibilities such an approach brings.

We are  also looking for contributors to the next 
issue of the magazine, to write  1000–2000 word 
essays that are erudite, fresh, challenging and 
controversial. If you would like  to write  for the 
magazine, please drop us an e-mail with a quick 
synopsis of a proposed article.

We look forward to your submissions, and 
thank you.

- Steve & Alex


